NOTIFICATION

Applications in prescribed format are invited from eligible candidates for the selection of Director on contract basis in the Directorate of Management, Technology and Teacher Education (DOMTEC) on a consolidated remuneration of ₹35,000/- (Rupees Thirty Five Thousand only) per month in the headquarters at Palayam Campus.

Candidates who fulfill the following criteria are eligible to apply for the post.

I. Qualifications:
1. Masters Degree with 50% marks with Ph.D in concerned subject.
2. Retired Principals/Vice-Principals from affiliated colleges/HoDs in the University Teaching Departments with at least 15 years of teaching experience with administrative experience.
3. Those who are from UIT/UIM/KUCTE/UCE having the above qualifications and experience are also eligible for applying for the post.
4. Preference will be given to those who have Masters Degree in Management/Public Administration.

II. Age:
should not cross 62 years of age as on 01.01.2018

The applications should be accompanied by Chalan Receipt for ₹500/- for General Category and ₹250/- for SC/ST category remitted to Kerala University Cash Counter/FRIENDS or as Demand Draft drawn in favour of Finance Officer, University of Kerala towards registration fee. The application along with the copies of certificates, mark lists, Eligibility Certificate obtained from Kerala University (For candidates who possess qualifying degrees from Universities other than Kerala University) contact numbers (mobile/land) and mail id should reach the Registrar, University of Kerala, Senate House Campus, Palayam on or before 20.04.2018.

Sd/-
REGISTRAR